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Chapter 1

Introduction

\Vhen a ship at sea is sailing amongst the waves, it may get water on the foredeck. This
water, which flows on the deck in high waves when the relative wave movement around
the bow is exceeding the deck level, is called green water. As a result of this green wa-
ter loading, damage to superstructures on the deck is still a common occurrence. The
Maritime Research Institute Netherlands (MARIN) has done extensive model research
to this phenomenon during the last few years. They have also investigated the relative
wave motions around the bow with a boundary integral method. Now their question was if
it was possible to predict the behaviour of the green water on the deck with a DNS method.

In general, fluid flow can be best described by the Navier-Stokes equations. In 1995, at
the RuG, the development of a computer program called ComFlo has been started which
can solve fluid flow with free surfaces in 3D-complex geometries. Here the Navier-Stokes
equations are solved on a Cartesian grid.

The main goal of this project was to find out the possibilities of simulating the green
water, and whether the fluid dynamics of the green water on the deck, as concluded from
the model tests, is also visible in the simulation. For this purpose the inflow conditions at
the boundaries of the domain were determined by the data of the model tests.

In chapter 2 the mathematical model is explained, followed by the numerical model
(chapter 3), as it is implemented in ComFlo. In chapter 4 the results are discussed: First
an acceptance test is done with a simple dambreak situation, then a comparison is made
between the simulation of a dambreak in a tank, and the corresponding test carried out by
MARIN. Finally the results of the green water problem are discussed and compared with
the model tests. In the Appendix a description of simulating green water using ComFlo,
the input file, Matlab and AVS is given.
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Chapter 2

Mathematical model

2.1 Navier-Stokes equations
The motion of water, and in general, the motion of a viscous, incompressible fluid can
be described by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, consisting of conservation of
mass and conservation of momentum:

conservation of mass

Ou Ov Ow—+—+— = 0 (2.1)
Ox Oy Oz

conservation of momentum

Ou Ou Ou Du 1 Op fO2u 32u O2u\—+u—+v—+w— = ———+v(—+—+——)+F
Ot Ox Oy Oz pOx \Ox2 3y2 Oz2j
Ov Ov Ov Ov 1 Op I O2v 02v O2v—+u—+v—+w— = --—+v(—-+—-+—---)+F (2.2)
Ot Ox Oy Oz p Oy Ox2 Oy2 Oz2 j

Ow Ow Ow Ow lOp fO2w O2w O2w\—+u—+v—+w— = --—+v(—-+—-+—----)+F
Ot Ox t9y Oz p Oz Ox2 0y2 Oz2 j

In these equations p is the density, which is constant in this case, t is the time, p is the
pressure, v is the kinematic viscosity, u, v and w are the velocity components in x, y and
z-direction respectively, and F = (Fr, F, F) is an external bodyforce, like gravity.

A shorter notation for the Navier-Stokes equations:

V•u = 0 (2.3)
Ou Vp+ (u V)u = -— + vu + F (2.4)

where u = (u, v, w), V is the gradient operator, V. is the divergence operator, and .. is
the Laplace operator.
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2.2 Boundary conditions
Of course the flow domain has to be bounded, and at the boundaries boundary conditions
are needed. Three sorts of boundaries are handled here:

• Solid boundary

• Free surface

• In- and outflow

The total flow domain is denoted by , and the part of containing fluid is called Q (see
figure 2.1)

rCC s

Figure 2.1: Example of a flow domain

2.2.1 Solid boundary
For the solid boundary ôl fl OQ there are two types of boundary conditions:

1. u = 0 (no-slip walls)

This condition means that, as a consequence of the viscosity, the fluid sticks to
the wall.

2. u,2 = 0 and T = 0 (free-slip walls)

Here u = u n is the component of the velocity perpendicular to the wall, r = is

the tangential stress, where Ut is the velocity component in the tangential direction.

= 0 means that the fluid is not able to move through the solid boundary (which'
is also the case for no-slip walls), and r = 0 states that the tangential velocity is
conserved when reaching the wall.
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2.2.2 Free surface
For the free surface UIlj \ ö fl OQ two additional boundary conditions are necessary:

—p + 2/1-- = Po + 27H (2.5)

Iôu, f9U\
= 0 (2.6)

where j is the dynamic viscosity, Po is the atmospheric pressure, 'y is the surface tension
and 2H = — + - is the total curvature of the surface. Here R1 and R2 are the radii
of the curvatures of the intersection of the free surfaces with two planes perpendicular to
each other, going through the normal. The choice of these two planes has no influence
on the total curvature. These boundary conditions describe the continuity of normal and
tangential stresses at the free surface.

Further an equation is required for the displacement of the free surface.
Suppose the position of the free surface is described by s(x, t) = 0, then the movement of
the free surface becomes =+uVs=O.
2.2.3 In- and outflow
Also a boundary condition is needed at in- and outflow areas, to model the fluid motion
at the limit of the computational domain. At an inflow area the velocity u is prescribed,
which can be time dependent.

At an outflow area the homogeneous Neumann condition is used. This is better
than prescribing the normal component of the velocity, since then a boundary layer could
easily be created. Further the pressure p is set equal to the atmospheric value Po
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Chapter 3

Numerical model

In this chapter the mathematical model we have discussed will be discretized to obtain a
numerical model, which gives the ingredients for a computer program.

3.1 Description of geometry and free surface
The first thing to do is to lay a Cartesian (rectilinear) grid over the three dimensional
domain f. The discretization will be done on a totally staggered grid, which means that
the pressure will be set in the cell centers, and the velocity components in the middle of
the cell faces between two cells (figure 3.1). Like all figures of geometries in this report,
this is a 2-dimensional example. Extension to 3D is straightforward.

p

4v
I

p. —
p

-

$v

p.

p.

Figure 3.1: Location of the pressure and velocity components

In general the shape of the domain may be complex, so the grid cells will not fit exactly
in f, but they will run through the boundaries in several ways. Also the free surface can
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admit different shapes, with an extra complexity since the free surface is time-dependent.
To handle these problems we need a method to describe the geometry and the free surface.
The method used in ComFlo will be discussed now.

3.1.1 Apertures
An indicator function is used in the form of so-called apertures, they will be divided into

two classes:

1. volume apertures

In every cell, the geometry aperture Fb defines the fraction of the cell which is con-
tained in l, in other words the fraction where fluid is able to flow. The (time-
dependent) fluid aperture F3 defines the fraction of the cell which is occupied by
fluid.

2. edge apertures
The edge apertures A, A, A define the fraction of a cell surface which is contained
in 12, so A indicates the fraction of the cell surface through which fluid is able to
flow in i-direction, A in y-direction and A in z-direction.

It will be clear that, using geometry and edge apertures, arbitrary forms of 12 can be
handled. Figure 3.2 shows a 2-dimensional example of a grid cell using apertures.

3.1.2 Labels
After calculating the apertures, every cell will be given a cell label, to make distinction
between the boundary, the fluid and the air, and because the pressure is treated different
near the wall and the free surface. As noted before, the free surface is time-dependent,

therefore two classes of labeling are introduced:

8
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1. geometry cell labels

This labeling class is time-independent, consisting of three different labels:
- F-cells: All cells with Fb �
- B-cells: All cells adjacent to an F-cell
- X-cells: All remaining cells

2. free-surface cell labels

Free-surface labels are time-dependent and they are a subdivision of the F-cells:
- E-cells: All cells with F5 = 0

- S-cells: All cells adjacent to an E-cell
- F-cells: All remaining F-cells

Figure 3.3: Example of geometry cell labeling (left) and free-surface cell labeling (right)

For the treatment of the velocity, the velocities between cells have to be labeled, too.
So we introduce velocity labels, which, like the cell labels, have to be subdivided in a
time-dependent and a time-independent class:

1. geometry velocity labels

These (time-independent) labels are a combination of the labels of the geometry
where the velocities lie in between. Five combinations are possible: FF, FB, BB,
BX and XX.

2. free-surface velocity labels

These labels are time-dependent and they are a combination of the labels of the free
surface. The following combinations are possible: FF, FS, SS, SE, EE, FB, SB and
EB.

Further, there is one more class of labeling, namely inflow and outflow labels, resp. I- and
0-cells. They are just a specific subset of the B-cells.
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3.2 Discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations
When all cells and velocities are labeled, the Navier-Stokes equations can be discretized in
time and in space. First the Navier-Stokes equations are written more simplified as:

V•u = 0 (3.1)

= 11 (3.2)

Here is replaced by p (p is normalized to 1) and R = vLu — (u. V)u + F, containing
all convective, diffusive and body forces.

Discretization in time

The explicit first order Forward Euler method is used:

= 0 (3.3)
U tL

+ Vpz+1 = (34)

Here n + 1 and n denote the new and old time level respectively, and öt is the time step.
Equation (3.3) and the pressure in (3.4) are treated on the new time level, to make sure
the new u is divergence free.

Discretization in space

The spatial discretization can be explained using the scheme in figure 3.4:

Equation (3.3) is applied in the centers of the
- cells and a central discretization is used. In

the cell with center w the discretized equa-
NV NO

_____

tion becomes:

n+1 n+1 n+1 n+1— U + VNW — = 0 (3.5)w w C o 0

zw zo The momentum equation (3.4) is applied in
the centers of the cell faces, for instance the
discretization in point C becomes:

n+1 n n+1 n+1— U 1O — P — Dfl
5t

+
h "C

Figure 3.4: Discretization scheme

The diffusive terms in R are discretized centrally, and for the convective terms up-
wind or central discretization are possible. For wildly moving fluids mostly an upwind
discretization is used, since central discretization may cause stability problems (see [10]
section 2.4).
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Discretization near the free surface

Near the free surface besides F-cells, S-cells and E-cells appear. In E-cells the pressure is
set to the atmospheric value Po. In S-cells the pressure is determined by linear interpolation
between the pressure in F-cells and the free surface. The pressure PF in F-cells is obtained
from the pressure Poisson equation which is handled in the next section. The pressure at
the free surface pj is obtained from equation (2.5), where the term 2p is neglected. So
Pj = P0 — 2yH. The pressure PS now becomes

h d

Figure 3.5: Pressure interpolation in S-cells

For the velocities in equation (2.6) there are a number of possibilities. The velocities
FF, FS and SS are obtained solving the momentum equations. But when discretizing
derivatives SE- and EE- velocities are needed. How these velocities are obtained is treated
in [6J page 13-16.

In- and outflow discretization

As noted in section 3.1.2 in- and outflow cells are a specific subset of the B-cells.

• Inflow
The velocity between an I-cell and an F-cell gets a prescribed value and is labeled
as Fl.

• Outflow
In an 0-cell two velocities have to be labeled: FO and OX. The FO-velocity is

11
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computed from the momentum equations and then the OX-velocity is set equal to
the FO-velocity, to satisfy the condition = 0.

F+OX
Figure 3.6: In- and outflow cells

3.3 The pressure Poisson equation
The pressure pfl+l in (3.4) has to be determined in such a way, that equation (3.3) holds.
This can be attained by substituting (3.4) into (3.3), resulting in the following equation:

= V• (- + R") (3.8)

This equation is known as the Poisson equation for the pressure. No boundary condi-
tions are available for this equation, since they only involve the velocity u. Therefore we
first discretize the equations and substitute the boundary conditions, and after that we
substitute these discretized equations to create the discretized Poisson equation. It will
follow that no more boundary conditions are required now (see [10] section 4.4).

We will now introduce the following notation for the discretized equations: Dh denotes
the discrete divergence operator, Gh the discrete gradient operator and Rh is the discrete
version of R. Further the divergence operator is divided in an operator on F-cells, Dr',
and an operator on B-cells, D, so that Dh = D + D.

Because we do not know the velocities at the boundary at the new time step we use
= u' at the boundary. Now the discretized equations are

Du'' = (3.9)

= u + 8tR — 6tGp' (3.10)

and the discretized Poisson equation for the pressure becomes

DGhp'' = D'(- + R) + D(-) (3.11)
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Solving the Poisson equation

The discrete operator D'Gh in (3.11) consists of a central coefficient C,, and six coefficients
C,,, C3, C,,, Ce, C and Cd, related to the six neighbouring cells. When we denote the right
hand side of (3.11) by f, the Poisson equation can be written as:

cp + G,,p,, + 3p3 + GePe + Gp + Gp + dPd = f, (3.12)

This equation is easily combined with the pressure condition (3.7) for p. Considering
figure 3.5, Ps = p,,. The Poisson equation in the F-cell becomes: (C + (1 — i1)C,,)p +
Cepe + Cp + C3p3 = f, — iCi,pj.

To keep the program readable, it should be handy when the Poisson equation also
holds for E-, X-, B- and S-cells. In S-cells the Poisson equation is again combined with the
pressure ps. Looking at figure 3.5, in the S-cell p,, = Ps and p3 = PF. To acquire equation
(3.7) we have to set C,, = 1, C5 = — 1, f,, = while all other coefficients are taken
zero. In E-, X- and B-cells the coefficient C,, is set to one, and all other are taken zero.
Here f,, is set to Po, so in these cells the Poisson equation yields Pp = Po, the atmospheric
value.

The Poisson equation is solved by SOR-iteration (Successive Over Relaxation), which
has some advantages:

- simple implementation, immediately using every new value.
- easy vectorization and parallelization, using a Red-Black ordening of the cells
- rapid convergence, using an automatically adjusted relaxation parameter w.

The SOR-iteration can be written as

= (1 — w)p+1k +
— GePhIC — p1k — — — dP1' + fp)

When the SOR-iteration has finished the pressure in every cell is known at the new
time step. The new velocities can now be computed from U"1 = u + öt(_Vpt1 + R).

3.4 Free surface displacement
When the velocities at the new time step are known, the free surface can be displaced.
The sequence of actions that have to be done to achieve this are:

1. compute fluxes between cells
The fluxes between cells are computed by velocity times the area of the cell, taking
into account the edge apertures.

13



2. compute new fluid apertures F3
Using the fluxes between the cells, the new F3 can be computed

3. adjust free-surface labeling
When the new fluid apertures are known the free-surface labeling can be adjusted
according to the conditions in section 3.1.2.

This algorithm is called the Donor-Acceptor algorithm, which means that fluid is trans-
ported from a donor cell to an acceptor cell. A few things have to be taken into account:
A donor cell cannot loose more fluid than it contains and an acceptor cell cannot receive
more fluid than the amount of flow space that is available in the cell. Further, in S-cells
the fluid has to be tamped towards F-cells to prevent the creation of artificial holes; this
is accomplished by making use of a local height function (see [8]).

3.5 The CFL-number
One can imagine that when the fluid is moving very wildly, the time step has to be smaller
than when the fluid is moving very calm. It would be useful to adjust the time step
to these changes, to achieve an improvement in the computation time. Therefore the
Courant-Friedrichs-Levy number (CFL-number) is introduced:

fIuIöt lvIt lwIöt\CFL = max
( ,, , —i-—,

(3.13)
\ 'x 1y "z /

Here h, h and h denote the distances between the cell centers in x-,y- and z-direction.
The condition to keep the computation stable, which can be proved by Fourier analysis
(see [10]), turns out to be CFL 1. This means that the fluid is transported over no more
than one cell in one time step, which corresponds with our intuitive approach of stability.
In ComFlo the maximum of the CFL-number over all cells is determined, and with respect
to this number the time step is adjusted: The time step is immediately halved when the
CFL-number becomes larger than a certain constant C1 < 1, and the time step is doubled
when the CFL-number is smaller than another constant G2 which is small enough to be
sure the time step can be doubled.

3.6 Computation of forces
For many applications the possibility to compute forces is useful. In ComFlo it is possible
to compute the forces by integration of pressure, using the apertures. Considering the grid
cell on the next page, the force F = (Fr, F, F2) is computed by pressure times area. For
instance F = Fcosods = pcosads = p(l — A)dy.

14



dy

Figure 3.7: Force computation using apertures
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Program test
To test the program, a simple dambreak simulation was studied (see figure 2), and com-
pared with the same dambreak for the 2D-program Savof96 and the simulation test of
Sabeur [9]. At time t=0 the wall was removed and the fluid started to flow into the empty
region. The pressure was determined in the lower right corner of the tank.

2.5

A simulation was done for a grid of lOOxlOO
and 1 cell in transverse direction (a free-slip
boundary condition was used for the two cor-
responding walls), to create a 2-dimensional
problem. The total time this computation
used was about 1 hour on a workstation.

2.5

Figure 4.1: Dambreak simulation for pro-
gram test

Comparing the results (fig. 4.2), the shape of the graphs look similar except that
ComFlo is a little higher than Savof96 between 0.5 and 1.25 seconds. Further the times
of impact are in all three situations almost exactly the same and a few variations in the
height of the first peak are observed. But this is not so strange since all the impact on the
wall has to be realized in one time step, so in that area you can expect variations in the
pressure when the time step is varying.
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Figure 4.2: Pressures for dambreak test, left: ComFlo (continued line) and Savof96 (dashed
line), right: Sabeur

4.2 Dambreak tank MARIN
The second test of ComFlo was to simulate the dambreak experiment which MARIN carried
out and to compare the results. The width of the tank was about 1 meter. The heights of
the water were measured at four different positions Hi, H2, H3, H4 in the tank, at 272.5
cm, 222.8 cm, 173 cm, 60 cm from the right wall respectively. The pressures were measured
at the left wall at 7 different positions, and integrated on circles (see figure 4.4).

17
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1.20

a60

3.22 HI H2 H3

1.0

The pressures P1, P2, P5, P7 were
measured at the same heights, so if there
were no three dimensional effects, these
pressures should be the same.

0.584

In the simulation the pressures were
integrated on vertical lines with the same
length as the diameter of the pressure
panels.

0.16

0,556 .0.145 0 0.145 o.so

Figure 4.4: Dambreak tank MARIN and pressure panel positions

The simulation was done for a grid of 120x60 and only 10 cells in transverse direc-
tion with free-slip boundary conditions for the two side walls, because it is almost a 2-
dimensional problem. For all other walls no-slip boundary conditions were used. The next
four figures show the heights of the water. This computation took about 12 hours on a
workstation.
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HI H2

0.5

E0.4

0.2

0.1

2.5 3 3.5 4

time (s)
H3

0.5

E0.4

0.I

0.5 I 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

time (s)

Figure 4.5: Heights for experiment (dashed line) and simulation (solid line)

It is clear that the simulation is not far away from the experiment in the first 1.5 to
2 seconds, when the waterfront coming back from the left wall has not reached the point
where the height was measured. The simulation looks best in the most right point H4,
where the water is moving relatively quietly. The further to the left (H3, H2, Hi resp.)
the wilder the water behaves and the more differences are seen between simulation and
experiment. It must be noticed that more experiments have been done, and also some
significant differences between the experiments are found where the water is behaving
wildly. In that area the water seems to be very sensitive for small differences in the initial
conditions. A reason for the (small) differences in the first 1.5 to 2 seconds may be the fact
that the simulation is not exactly equal to the experiment: instead of removing a dam a
flap was pulled up with a velocity of ca. 4 m/s, and as you can see in H4 the initial water
height in this experiment was not exactly 60 cm.
More results from the experiments can be found in [3].
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Figure 4.6: Pressures for experiment (dashed line) and simulation (solid line)
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In figure 4.6 we compare the pressure signals from simulation and experiment. Pressure
P4 is left away because almost nothing is observed at this location. For the pressure in
P1, P2, P5, P6 and P7 (at 0.16 m height), the main difference is that in the experiment
a first high peak is observed, which is not realized by the simulation. Further the level
of the pressures is not really different from the experiment. Pressure P3 is looking quite
good, except that in the experiment the pressure is a bit higher. A reason for the first
peaks in P1, P2, P5, P6 and P7 can be the shape of the waterfront: perhaps the slope
of the waterfront in the simulation is smaller than in the experiment just before the im-
pact. Experiments [2] have shown that this slope may have a big influence on the impact
pressure (see section 4.4.4). In the next section we will have a more detailed look at this
slope. Another observation is the oscillatory behaviour of the pressure for the simulation
especially between 1 and 2 seconds. When using different grids this behaviour is different
too, but the pressure value seems to be more stable if finer grids are used (see the figures
in the grid refinement study in section 4.3). These oscillations are not only observed on
the impact wall, but also in other positions in the tank also at 0.16 meter height (figure 4.7).

pressure 1.20 m fron waN

I
tins(s)

Figure 4.7: Pressures on different places in the water

One natural reason for pressure oscillations could be air bubble entrapment, but since
air flow is not included in ComFlo, it is likely that these numerically observed pressure
spikes should be attributed to numerical noise. However, to find out the nature of this
noise, further investigation is required and compressible air flow has to be included in the
model. See [11] for more details.

4.3 Grid refinement
To study this problem further, especially the first peaks in the pressures and the slope of the
waterfront, a grid refinement study was done. To limit the computation time and because
of the 2D situation a grid with only 1 cell in transverse direction was used. The pressures
were determined at 16 cm height and integrated along a vertical line of 9 cm length. The
simulation was done for five different grids: 60x30, 120x60, 180x90, 240x120 and 300x150.
Because we were only interested in the first peak the computations were stopped after one
second. To study the shape of the waterfront, the height of the water at Hi was determined.

21
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Figure 4.8: Heights at Hi

Because of the free surface treatment, variations of about one grid cell in vertical
direction are observed. For example for the grid of 60x30 one cell is about 4 cm in vertical
direction, and for the grid of 300x150 it is less than 1 cm.

To compare the slope of the waterfront, or in this case (this makes no big difference,
because the horizontal velocity is about constant) the latter four graphs were combined in
one graph (figure 4.9)

E 0.

combined

Figure 4.9: Heights at Hi in one graph

Comparing the graphs, it is clear that there
is no big difference in the slopes. So no im-
provement is obtained on this item after grid
refinement.
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8s 06 07 08 09 I

time (s)
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0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.0
time (s)
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l.s

8, 06 00 09
time (s)

As mentioned before, the pressure values look more stable for the finer grids. Besides
that, there seems to be no significant difference after grid refinement.

Because for the finest grid the computation took about 24 hours, no finer grids were
used by ComFlo, but to be sure of the results we have carried out the same simulation by
Savof96 for some fine grids: 192x64, 384x128 and 768x256 (the height of the computational
domain is 1 m in these calculations). Also for these grids the results for Hi are combined
in one graph (figure 4.11).

Clearly, the slopes of these graphs are al-
most exactly the same, so also for Savof96
there is no improvement at this point after re-
finement. However, combining the graphs of
ComFlo with grid 300x150 and Savof96 with
grid 768x256 (figure 4.12), a bigger slope is
found for Savof96, but this does not result in
a first pressure peak (figure 4.13)

Figure 4.11: Heights at Hi for Savof96
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Figure 4.10: Pressures for different grids at 16 cm height
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Figure 4.13: Pressures computed by Savof96

When having a better look at figure 4.13 (and also figure 4.10), the pressure does not
seem to converge to a certain fixed graph after refinement, although the global behaviour
remains more or less the same. Once more this confirms that the behaviour of the water
is very sensitive to small differences in the initial conditions.

Another point which might be interesting is the behaviour of the pressure at other
(lower) points on the wall, especially the behaviour of the peak. A simulation was done
with the pressures determined at 16 cm, 12 cm, 8 cm, 6 cm, 4 cm and 2 cm on the left
wall respectively (figure 4.14).
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Obviously the first pressure peak is getting higher the lower the pressure is measured.
The pressure peak at 8 cm and 6 cm from the bottom is looking better when compared
with the experimental results (see figure 4.6)

Concluding the refinement study, we must say that this first peak is the biggest differ-
ence between experiment and simulation. The explanation for this can't be found in grid
refinement, confirmed by ComFlo and Savof96 as we have seen.

4.4 Green water results
In this section we will discuss the results of the purpose of this project, namely the simula-
tion of green water loading on the foredeck of a ship. First the relevant physical behaviour
of green water on the deck will be treated. Then the initial conditions for the simulation
which can approximate the experiments carried out by MARIN are stated. Using that
information one specific experiment is chosen to be approximated by ComFlo. A simula-
tion is done for this situation and heights and pressures at different places on the deck are
computed and compared with the experiment. Finally, some different structures are placed
on the deck on which pressures and forces are computed and compared with experimental
results.
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4.4.1 Physics of green water
Behaviour of the water on the deck

\Vhen a high water wave is reaching the bow of the ship the following behaviour of the
water is observed (see [1]):

1. The water in front of the bow exceeds the deck level which results in an almost
vertical wall of water around the bow. The horizontal velocity of this wall is almost
zero.

2. The water close to the deck starts to accelerate due to the high quasi-static pressure.

3. \Vhile the water flows over the deck, in the middle of the deck a high water 'tongue'
arises with increasing speed. Velocities of 15-30 rn/s are observed.

4. Finally the green water impacts on a structure.

The arising of the high water 'tongue' can be explained in the following way: At the most
forward point of the bow the direction of the water velocity is longitudinal. At the sides
of the bow this direction has also a transverse component, so at the centerline of the deck
the two waterfronts from the sides meet. This flow, combined with the flow from the bow,
results in the high water 'tongue' in the middle of the deck. This can be illustrated by
plotting the contours of the waterfront on the deck (figure 4.15). These contours are of
course dependent of the different waves and the shape of the deck.

Figure 4.15: Contour plot of the waterfront on the deck for two different waves as observed
in experiment (11.2 s (above) and 12.9 s (below))
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Pressures at the deck

Formerly it was assumed that the pressure of the water at the deck is equal to the static
water pressure, with only a correction for the vertical acceleration of the deck. But mea-
surements showed that sometimes the pressure can be significantly higher than the static
water pressure, which can not be explained by the vertical acceleration of the deck. Fur-
ther investigation showed that large pressure peaks occurred at the moment that the water
height on the deck increased rapidly at a certain position (see [1] and [2]). The following
expression for the complete pressure at the deck was found:

Ow
p = p(-)w + p(gcos9 + (4.1)

here h is the water height, w the vertical velocity of the deck and 9 is the pitch inclination
angle.

Impact at the structures

When the green water on the deck reaches a structure the direction of the water changes
and the water shoots high up in the air. An amount of water will be built up in front of
the structure (see figure 4.16).

Previous research showed that the impact load of the water at the structure is the result
of a jet with a rapidly increasing height. When assuming this jet has a constant horizontal
velocity U, and from a certain point it reaches a maximum height (see figure 4.17),
the peak load can be expressed as:

Fpeaic = phmU2
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Figure 4.16: Impact of green water at a structure
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Figure 4.17: Water jet

4.4.2 Initial conditions
It will be clear that the simulation of an incoming wave at a strongly moving deck is a
complex problem. Taking into account the main goal of this project, namely to investigate
the possibilities to predict the behaviour of the green water on the deck using a numerical
simulation program, simpler boundary conditions should be used for a first start.
Examining the situation of green water flow on the deck, a good resemblance for this ap-
peared to be the theoretical dambreak problem (see [1]): A wall of water is placed around
the bow and at time zero the water starts to flow onto the deck. Therefore this dambreak
problem was used as an initial condition for the green water problem. To compare the
results of simulation and model tests carried out by MARIN, the precise configuration
of the dambreak problem had to be adjusted to the data of the tests. This means that
this configuration had to be tuned, to create more or less the same results with respect to
the contour plots of the waterfront on the deck and heights at different positions at the deck.

One of the model tests was chosen to be approximated, namely the test with a bow
flare angle of 30 degrees, wave amplitude 115 % and wavelength/shiplength = = 1.00
(test No. 777601 of [4]). The width of the deck was 47 meter and it was approximated by
a parabola as in figure 4.18.

A reasonable approximation for the test mentioned before, seemed to be the dambreak
problem with a vertical wall of water of 12 meter height at the most forward point of the
bow, linearly decreasing to 5 meter below the deck level 30 meter behind the bow (see
figure 4.19). In the simulation no bowflare is used. The total flow domain was a box with
dimensions —40 < x < 15, —30 < y < 30, —6 < z < 20 where z = 0 corresponds with
the deck level and y = 0 is the symmetry axis. A free-slip boundary condition is used at
the sides y = —30 and y = 30. Further to prevent an upward movement of the water at
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Figure 4.18: Deck approximated by a parabola



these sides of the domain an outflow boundary condition is used at the left half part of
these sides (figure 4.20). Also an outflow boundary condition is used at the left wall from
where the flow is not interesting. At all other walls of the flow domain no-slip boundary
conditions were used.

ZL40

Figure 4.19: Initial situation in xz-plane
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Figure 4.20: Initial situation in xy-plane
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4.4.3 Green water simulation
The simulation used a uniform grid of 66 x 72 x 32 cells in the x-, y- and z-direction
respectively. The computation time was about 20 hours. At 36 meter from the bow in the
middle of the deck a vertical structure was placed with a height of 20 meters and a width
of 15 meters. This structure was used as a reference for other structures treated in the
next section. First the heights of the water were measured at four different points at the
axis of the deck: at x = 0, x = —10, x = —20 and x = —30 (at the position where the
structure is placed). Further the pressures at the deck were determined at the positions
x = —7, x = —17 and x = —27. (see figure 4.21)

Figure 4.22: Hi, H2, H3 and H4 for the simulation (above) and model test (below)

Comparing these results, the resemblance between the model test and the simulation is
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clear. At Hi, H2 and H3 the water rises very quickly and after reaching the maximum
height it is slowly going down to a more or less constant value, however at H3 a second peak
is observed, due to the returning of the water that was built up in front of the structure.
This behaviour is also recognized in the simulation (see snapshot). At H4, at the position
of the structure, a high amount of water (12 m) is built, and it is going down with almost
the same speed as it was built. A few variations are found in the maximum heights, but
the behaviour of the water is quite the same.

To compare both situations also in the transverse direction of the deck, the water-
contours of the waterfront were plotted. The time between each contour is 0.31 seconds.

7/7,

"7/7
1/

Figure 4.23: Contours of waterfront (model test)

Figure 4.24: Contours of waterfront (simulation)
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Having a look at figure 4.24, it is obvious that also in the simulation a high water
'tongue' arises in the middle of the deck. However, some differences are observed between
the test and the simulation. The waterfront in the simulation seems to be a bit sharper,
due to a very shallow part of the front which has no big influence, so this difference looks
bigger than it really is. The contourlines at the sides of the bow are some different, too.
In the simulation the water almost immediately flows onto the deck around the full bow,
but in the test, likely because of the upward acceleration of the deck, the water flows more
gradually onto the deck around the bow.
Concluding this comparison, there are some differences, mainly caused by the vertical ac-
celeration of the deck, which is not simulated. However, the global behaviour is similar,
and the heights of the water are comparable, so a further investigation in the behaviour of
the green water, like determining pressures, should be possible with this simulation.

Now a comparison between the model test and the simulation is made for the pressures
Pdeckl, Pdeck2 and Pdeck3. The results for the tests can also be found in [4].

Pdedl Pded2 Pded3lx.

60

0012345678
* (SI

Figure 4.25: Pressures for simulation

Like the heights, the pressure increases very fast and then, after the maximum pressure
is reached, slowly decreases. A few oscillations are observed, due to numerical noise (see
section 4.2). Since the vertical velocity of the deck is not simulated, in formula (4.1) w = 0

and 9 = 0, so the pressure for the simulation only exists of a hydrostatic component
p = pgh. This is the reason why the pressures in the tests are higher than in the simu-
lation. Verifying this, for instance the pressure at Pdeckl: maximum waterheight 5 m,

p = 1, g = 9.8: p = pgh 50. This agrees with Pdeckl. In Pdeck3, like in the heights, a
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second maximum is observed caused by the returning water from the structure.

The appearance of the 'tongue' is very well visible in a movie of this simulation, created
by the visualization system AVS. Also the impact on the structure and the returning of the
water which causes the second maximum in the heights and pressure are clearly visible. 12
snapshots are made at intervals of 0.4 seconds.

Figure 4.27: Movie of a green water simulation

The velocities observed in the tongue are about 18 m/s, which corresponds with the
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In the next figure four vector plots of the velocity at different time steps are made of
the intersection with the symmetry axis y = 0, to get an impression of how the velocity
vectors behave when the the water hits a structure.

Figure 4.28: Vector plot of the velocity

4.4.4 Pressures and forces on different structures
To determine the effect of different structural shapes on green water loading, MARIN has
carried out some model tests with a number of different structures placed on the deck. The
following seven structures were used in the test (structure 1 and 2 are exactly the same,
but the pressure panel positions are different)

L

Structure I and 2: Squared structure

Structure 4: Triangular 45 degrees
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Structure 3: 30 degrees with vertical

Structure 5: Triangular 60 degrees



Structure 6 cylindrical front

Structure 7 : Triangular support

All structures are placed at 36 meter from the bow, their height is 20 meter and their
width is 15 meter. For all structures pressures are measured at different positions: Pstrucl,
Pstruc2 and Pstruc3 are positioned at the vertical centerline of the structure on different
heights, Pstruc4 is positioned a few meters from the vertical centerline of the structure.
For the exact positions of the pressure panels, see [5]. Further, the force in x-direction F1
is measured on every structure.

The squared structure (structure 1 and 2) will be used as reference structure for the
other structures. First all results will be stated and then they will be analyzed and com-
pared.
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Structure 1
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Figure 4.29: Pressures for simulation

Figure 4.30: Pressures for model test

Figure 4.31: F for model test Figure 4.32: F for simulation

r max. simulation] max. test (mean) a test
Pstrucl 128 kPa 160 kPa 23.5 kPa
Pstruc2 - - -
Pstruc3 - - -
Pstruc4 92 kPa 150 kPa 50.7 kPa

FX 5680 kN 5590 kN 1270 kN
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Structure 2

Since structure 2 is the same as structure 1, except that the pressure panel positions are
different, only the pressures are stated here.

Figure 4.33: Pressures for simulation

20001±

Figure 4.34: Pressures for model test

max. simulation max. test (mean) a test
Pstrucl
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-
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-
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Structure 3
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Figure 4.36: Pressures for model test

Figure 4.37: F for model test
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Figure 4.38: F for simulation
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Figure 4.35: Pressures for simulation
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max. simulation max. test (mean) a test
Pstrucl 68 kPa 79 kPa 14 kPa
Pstruc2 7 kPa 31 kPa 12 kPa
Pstruc3 - - -
Pstruc4 70 kPa 129 kPa 59 kPa

FX 4200 kN 3980 kN 723 kN
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Figure 4.39: Pressures for simulation

Figure 4.40: Pressures for model test

Figure 4.41: F for model test
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Figure 4.42: F for simulation
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max. simulation max. test (mean) a test
Pstrucl 43 kPa 50 kPa 19 kPa
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Figure 4.43: Pressures for simulation

Figure 4.44: Pressures for model test

Figure 4.45: F for model test
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]_max. simulation max. test (mean) a test
Pstrucl 46 kPa 83 kPa 14 kPa
Pstruc2 - - -

Pstruc3 - - -

Pstruc4 41 kPa 68 kPa 11.4 kPa
FX 3300 kN 4360 kN 363 kN



Structure 6
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Figure 4.47:

Figure 4.49: F for model test

Pressures for simulation

Figure 4.50: F for simulation

max. simulation max. test (mean) a test
Pstrucl 110 kPa 124 kPa 13.6 kPa
Pstruc2 - - -

Pstruc3 - - -
Pstruc4 33 kPa 109 kPa 19.5 kPa

FX 3100 kN 3470 kN 465 kN
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Structure 7
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Figure 4.51: Pressures for simulation
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Figure 4.52: Pressures for model test

Figure 4.53: F for model test Figure 4.54: F for simulation

max. simulation max. test (mean) [ a test 1

Pstrucl 65 kPa 79 kPa 21.9 kPa
Pstruc2 20 kPa 57 kPa 20.3 kPa
Pstruc3 - - -

FX 4 100 kN 5280 kN 1100 kN
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Recapitulating the results of the different structures, we must say that the global behaviour
of the water is quite the same as in the tests, as can be seen in the shape of the graphs.
Looking at structure 1, at Pstruc2 and Pstruc3 almost nothing is observed in both simula-
tion and test. At Pstrucl and Pstruc4, the global shape of the pressure graphs corresponds
with each other, but in the maximum values of the pressure some differences occur. For
Pstrucl, the maximum value of the simulation is 128 kPa, and for the tests, the mean
value of the maxima is 160 kPa with a standard deviation of 23.5 kPa (corresponding with
a mean height H3 of 6.17 m). This means a difference of about 20 % in the pressure,
but also the difference in the height is about 20 %, so according to formula (4.2), this
difference is allowed. For Pstruc4, the maximum value of the simulation is 92 kPa, and for
the test the mean value of the maxima is 150 kPa with a standard deviation of 50.7. This
difference is about 40 %, which can not only be attributed to the difference in the height
H3. Remembering that Pstruc4 is positioned a few meters from the vertical centerline
of the structure, where no heights were measured, it is possible that the heights of the
simulation and the test differ more than in H3. It is also possible that the velocity is a
bit different there, which may cause the difference in the pressure, since a small difference
in the velocity means a squared difference in the pressure (see formula (4.2)). Another
reason for differences in the pressure may be the fact that the pressure in the simulation is
determined in the cell centra and not exactly at the structure. Interpolation of the pressure
would be useful here, but since easily 'holes' are created near the structure, this is left out.

Looking at the force in x-direction, the shape of the force graphs look similar. A max-
imum force in the simulation of 5680 kN is observed, while in the tests the mean value of
the maxima is 5590 kN with a standard deviation of 1270 kN.

To get an impression of the pressure distribution at the structure in figure 4.55 the
pressure profile at the structure is plotted at times 2.5, 3, 3.5 and 4 seconds (the force peak
is observed between 3 and 3.5 seconds). Since force is pressure times area, one could verify
the force on the structure.
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A study [2] (page 94-98) has been done to determine the influence of the water wedge
angle c (figure 4.56). It has turned out that this wedge angle has a big influence on the
impact load. A higher wave causes a bigger wedge angle, so a difference of the height be-
tween the test and the simulation may cause a disproportional big difference in the impact
load, and consequently in the pressure profile at the wall.

This wedge angle c can be estimated by = arctan(), where H is the waterheight on
the deck and u is the horizontal velocity of the waterfront. In the simulation, according to
the waterheight in H3, this wedge angle was about 30 to 35 degrees, while in the experiment
an angle of 27 degrees was observed [2] (page 92).
To compare the pressure distribution at the wall in figure 4.55 with theoretical profiles,
the pressure on the centerline of the structure is plotted versus the vertical coordinate z
(figure 4.57). These profiles turned out to be comparable with the theoretical profiles [2]
(page 95).
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Figure 4.55: Pressure profile at structure at different time steps
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pressure profiles

For structures 3 to 7 some significant differences are visible in the level of the pressure,
especially at the pressure panel that is not positioned on the centerline of the structure.
Also the force turned out to be lower than the tests in structure 4 to 7. Some reasons for
this may be:

• The initial conditions of the real situation, according to the movement of the ship
and the behaviour of the wave, differ from the simulation.

• No pressure is defined in B-cells, which can cause some problems when using smooth
geometries for the structures. In this case, for the computation of the force the pres-
sure is taken from an F-cell close to this B-cell. This approach can cause a smaller
force than desired in structures 3 to 7, but in the case of structure 1 this problem
does not occur (see figure 4.58). This problem can be avoided by using staircase
geometries, because then the B-cells contain no fluid. However, the coarseness of the
grid would influence the flow, so smooth walls are used.

Figure 4.58: F-cells and B-cells near different structures
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• Oscillations in the pressure, especially seen in structure 4, due to numerical noise
(see section 4.2). However, oscillations in the tests are observed here, too, as well as
large standard deviations. It is likely that at this place easily air bubbles are created.

• The coarseness of the grid. One cell is about 1 x 1 x 1 meter, so for a pressure panel
with a diameter of 2.7 meters, only two or three grid cells are contained in it.

• The water wedge, explained before.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this research project the feasibility of numerically simulating green water loading by
means of a Navier-Stokes model has been investigated. In the previous chapter we have
seen that the global physical behaviour of the water on the deck is described quite well
by the simulation. Especially the high water 'tongue', as observed in the tests, is also
visible in the simulation. Although some differences appear between the tests and the
simulations, the computed forces and pressures at the structures and at the deck are very
similar. The differences can partially be explained by numerical noise, and partially by
physical differences. Refering to the purpose of this project, it can be concluded that
further development of the simulation of green water is worth working on. Some aspects
that could be investigated in the future are:

• Movement of the ship: Of course a ship at sea is not fixed at one place, but is moving
in vertical and horizontal direction, this means that the geometry will be changing
continuously.

• Creation of a wave, which makes the situation more realistic.

• Local grid refinement: This will make it possible to pay more attention to interesting
parts of the domain, for instance near the structures at the deck. A higher accuracy
for the pressures and forces can then be realized.

• Include air flow in the model, to find out the nature of the numerical noise, treated
in section 4.2, and to simulate air bubble entrapment.

• The possibility to change the shape of the geometry, which makes it possible to
simulate structural elasticity.
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Appendix A

Simulation of green water using
ComFlo

In the next sections it will be explained how to simulate green water by the dambreak
problem using the computer program ComFlo, including the postprocessing part using
Matlab and AVS. For a description of the program see [8].

A.1 Preprocessing
To run the program, ComFlo needs one input file named comflo.in. An example of an

input file, corresponding with the deck with structure 3 (30 degrees with vertical)

dims cray
3 0

domain xmin xmax ymin yniax zmin zmax slips
1 —40 15 —30 30 —6 20 0

object xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax slips

o o 0 0 0 0 0 0

high low length

12 —5 30

width a b struc
47 —0.056 6 3

liqcnf paris par2* par3s par4s par5s par6s
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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rho* flu sigma theta
1.0 1.13E—6 0.0 0.0

imax jmax kmax xc yc zc sx sy sz

66 72 32 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

eps omega itmax alpha orde4* feabi feab2 nrintp exact*

1.OE—4 1.3 10000 1.0 0 1.0 0.0 5 0

dt tmax cf 1 cflmin cflmax

0.04 8.0 1 0.1 0.5

gravx gravy gravz
0.0 0.0 —9.81

anipix freqx amply freqy amplz freqz uO* vO* wO*

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

omex* omey* omez* tup* tdowri* xO yO zO

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

load nsave

0 0

npavs tbavs* comavs npmatl tbmatl* nprnt ntcom

20 0.0 0 20 0.0 100 0

avs pathnanie:

/ciwil 1/homel/users/csg638/avs/data/
matlab pathname:

data!

nfillb ntfill

4 500

xl xr yl yr zi zr
0 0 0 0 0 25

—10 —10 0 0 0 25

—20 —20 0 0 0 25
-29 —29 0 0 0 25
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nfrcb ntfrc

1 500

xl xr yl yr zi zr

—40 —25 —7.5 7.5 0 20

nfluxb ntflux

0 0

xl xr yl yr zl zr

npartp npartl npartc ntpart
0 0 0 0

xpt ypt zpt tstrt <- points
xl xr yl yr zi zr tstrt <- lines
xc yc zc radius orient tstrt <— circles

nmntrp nxnntrl nmntrc ntmntr
7 7 0 500
xpt ypt zpt <- points
—7 0 0.25
—17 0 0.25
—27 0 0.25

—30.8 0 2.08

—33.97 0 7.58
—37.1 0 12.99
-30.8 3.75 2.08
xl xr yl yr zi zr <- lines
—8.35 —5.65 0 0 0.25 0.25

—18.35 —15.65 0 0 0.25 0.25

—28.35 —25.65 0 0 0.25 0.25

—31.47 —30.13 0 0 0.91 3.25
—34.31 —33.63 0 0 7 8.17

—37.54 —36.76 0 0 12.41 13.57
—31.14 —30.46 3.75 3.75 1.50 2.66
xc yc zc radius orient <— circles

First the flow domain is determined by setting the maximum values of the three vari-
ables x, y and z. In this case (domain = 1) the domain is a rectangular box. After that the
size of the dam which will be used in the dambreak is determined, high is the maximum
height of the dam at the front of the bow, low is the minimum height of the dam achieved
at length meter behind the bow. Between low and high a lineary interpolation is used.
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Then the shape of the deck is set: width is the width of the deck, and using the constants
a and b the bow is approximated by a parabola x = ay2 + b. With struc the structure
which is used on the deck can be determined (1 to 7). Here the structure is always placed
at x = —30, with the consequence that, when the deck without bowflare is simulated, the
front of the bow is situated at x = 0. An advantage of the fixed position of the structures
is the fact that the positions of the pressures and heights need no adjustment. In this
example the deck with bowflare 30 degrees is used, which means that the bow is at x = 6,
so choose here b = 6. Of course always the flow domain can be adjusted when using other
deck shapes.
Then fluid characteristics like density p and kinematical viscosity z' can be set. With imax,
jmax and kmax the size of the grid is defined, with eventually a stretching using the con-
centration point (xc,yc,zc) with stretching factors sx, sy and sz. eps, omega and itmax
define the allowed error, the relaxation parameter and the maximum number of iterations
in the SOR-iteration. alpha defines the discretization method for the convective terms
(upwind = 1, central = 0). With nrintp the accuracy of the geometry approximation
can be adjusted (nrintp = 1 means a staircase geometry). Then the time-step dt, and
the total time tmax of the simulation can be set. cflmin and cflmax define the limits
for doubling or halving the time-step respectively. Then the gravitation forces can be set
(here gravz = -9.81).Load and nsave are autosave options. npavs and npmatl determine
the number of AVS-files and Matlab-files that are written and nprnt defines the frequency
of writing standard information.

The next part of the input file control the desired output:

With flulboxes the heights of the fluid can be determined for instance. nfillb is the
number of measure points, ntf ill the writing frequency and with xl, xr etc. the positions
of the measure points are determined.
\Vith forceboxes the forces on structures for example can be obtained: \Vith xl, xr etc.
choose the forcebox big enough, enclosing the structure.
Fluxes can be determined using fluxboxes in the same way as above.
\Vith npartp etc. eventually streamlines can be determined. More information about this
can be found in [7].
The pressures at different points can be determined by using monitorpoints, monitorlines
and eventually monitorcircies.

monitorpoints: (xpt , ypt , zpt) are the coordinates of the monitorpoint. Since no inter-
polation is used, make sure that the pressures are determined in the first cell above the
deck (for the pressures at the deck) and in the last cell in front of the structure (for the
pressures at the structure). In this example the first three monitorpoints are situated at
the deck, while the last four are situated at the structure.

monitorlines: \Vith xl, xr etc. the begin- and endpositions of lines on which the pressure
is averaged can be indicated. In the example the same positions are used as described
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with the monitorpoints, but now averaged on a line with the length of the diameter of the
pressure panels.

monitorcircies: Here the pressure can be averaged around the circumference of a circle,
using center (xc,yc,zc) and radius radius.

creation of structures

In the input file the structures 1 to 7 can be read which are used for the model tests
carried out by MARIN. Of course, one can invent a lot more different structures. To
create the structures together with the deck, the method of the CSG-trees is used (see
[7]). Starting with two primitives, these can be transformed to a new object using the
operators union, intersection or difference. This new object can then again be combined
with another primitive and so on.
An example of the creation of a deck with a structure (subroutine BNDDEF):

ELSEIF (STRUC .EQ. 4) THEN

OBS1 = 1.0 — AMAX1(ABS(XPT+34)/4,
& ABS(YPT)/7.5,
& ABS(ZPT—5)/15)

OBS2 = —(ABS(YPT) + XPT + 30)
OBS3 = AMIN1(OBS1,OBS2)
OBS4 = 1.0 - AMAX1(ABS(XPT)/50,

& ABS (YPT)/(WIDTH/2),
& ABS(ZPT+5)/5)

OBS5 = AMAX1(OBS3,OBS4)
OBS6 = -(XPT-A*((YPT)**2)-B)
OBS = AMIN1(OBS5,OBS6)

First the structure is made (here the structure with the triangular front 45 degrees).
The equation OBS1 = 0 indicates the boundaries of a box with a size of 8 m x 15 m x 30,
placed at x = —30 (AMAX1 is a maximum function for reals). OBS2 = 0 equals the function
x = —lyl — 30 which represents the triangular front of 45 degrees. OBS3 combines OBS1
and OBS2 by AMIN1 (intersection) to the complete structure. Then this structure has to
be combined with the deck: OBS4 = 0 represents a box with the desired width and height.
OBS5 combines this with the structure by AMAX1 (union). Then the shape of the bow
(parabola) is represented by 0B56 = 0. Finally this is combined to the complete geometry
of the deck OBS = AMIN1 (OBS5, OBS6). Note that OBS = 0 represents the surface of the
geometrY, OBS < 0 represents the inside of the geometry (where no fluid is allowed) and
OBS > 0 represents the part of the domain outside the geometry. We have to take this into
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account with the definitions of OBS#.
At the same manner as above we are able to create a lot more different structures.

A.2 Postprocessing
The postprocessing part of ComFlo makes use of Matlab and the visualization system AVS,
which makes it possible to create movies.

Postprocessing using Matlab

After a computation is done, ComFlo has created a lot of Matlab files. Using the Matlab
menu system (see [8] page 54 and 55), the desired results of the computation, as set in
the input file, can be viewed. For the monitorpoints plots of the pressure can be made
and plots of the x-, y- and z-velocity as well as the absolute velocity. For the monitorlines
plots of the pressures can be made using the matlab menu system. All variables are also
available for standard use in Matlab. With the snapshot submenu it is possible to produce
plots like velocity, pressure and the free surface in three orthogonal planes intersecting the
center of the geometry at certain time levels. For more information see [7] and [8].

Important files for the green water simulation:
fihl###.dat are datafiles containing information about heights of the water, frc###.dat con-
tain information about forces in certain boxes, and in mntrp###.dat and mntrl###.dat
the pressures in points and integrated on lines resp. are stored.

Postprocessing using AVS

The Advanced Visualization System (AVS) makes it possible to visualize the 3-dimensional
data that is produced by ComFlo: At certain time levels an impression of the fluid con-
figuration is made, which can be coloured by velocities or pressure. To change the camera
position the geometry can be rotated and translated. Further a movie can be created of
the data of the consecutive time levels. In [8] (page 59) is explained how this can be done.

AVS-networks used by the green water simulation are:
absveloc.net : To colour the fluid with the absolute velocity.
veloc.net : To colour the fluid with x-, y- or z-velocity or with the pressure.
contour.net : To create contours of the waterfront on the deck.
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